Schedule for the Presentations of Research Proposal – 2010

Tuesday, November 16th
Heather Sarsons – Dammed: Rainfall, Irrigation, and Riots in India
Carlos Sanchez-Martinez – Redistricting and Voter Turnout: A Case Study from the Venezuelan 2010 Parliamentary Election

Thursday, November 18th
Yiwei Liu – Profitability of Simple Moving Average Trading Rules in the Chinese Stock Market
Dmitry Shkolnik – Capital Losses: Stock market reactions from firm-specific terrorist attacks
Andy Kwan – Possible Financial Safe Haven in Troubled Times

Tuesday, November 23rd
Wesley Sze – Is Cultural Diversity Good for the Economy?
Rose Chen – Market Value of the Foreign "Sheepskin": The Case of Return Immigrants

Thursday, November 25th
Asia Brumwell – Health Insurance in America: What is the Size of the Obesity Externality?
Vasil Pendev – Negative Effects of Working Long Hours

Tuesday, November 30th
Antonio Acevedo – Variations between Time Use Allocations: Urban and Rural Children in the Colombian CCT Program Familias en Accion
Andrew Maurer – Grade Inflation and Course Choice: Evidence From the University of British Columbia

Thursday, December 2nd
Andrew Sudmant – Investigating the Relationship Between European Union Fisheries Subsidies and Declining Mediterranean Bluefin Tuna Stocks
Na’ama Yehezkel – The Impact of Governmental Organic Labels on Milk Consumption Patterns in Canada